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Here every one word has its very own meaning i actually e Hyper indicates reference link, text means information, mark-up
indicates predefined, language indicates something that requires to communicate.. Head area: Code include set of labels, and to
identify the proceeding and title of a record.. HTML is the client-side scripting language i elizabeth, utilized to design and style
a stationary web page.

1. html basics
2. html basics for beginners
3. html basics ppt

Editor utilized to style the HTML static internet page are notepad or notepad Nevertheless, in the existing time, HTML is
becoming utilized on a large platform and across the globe to create web pages with the help of tags accessible in Code
language.. The Body section enclosed within and labels. Body section: The body of HTML consists of the text message that will
display up on web web page.. HTML was created in 1991 and this language was made by Berners-Lee, however, Code 2.. 0 was
the very first identified among the customers A known version was Code 4 01 and today we are making make use of of HTML
5 edition and that can be an extended version.
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